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SEPARATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES 

Maynard Cornelius Michel 
Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

July 2, 1953 

ABSTRACT 

A time-of-flight mass spectrometer of the type first developed by 

w. E. Glenn has been constructed for use as a separator for radio

active isotopes produced in cyclotron irradiations. This high trans-

mission instrument allows sufficient mass separated activity to be 

collected to assign the mass numbers of such nuclides directly, in 

addition to providing pure samples of the given isotopes for the study 

of their decay properties. 

Mass assignments and separations have been made on the following 

isotopes, some of which are reported here for the first time: 

Isotope 
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Half-life 

44 + l min 
6.2 .:!:. Ool hrs 

30 min 
1.8 hrs 
5o3.:!:. 0.2 hrs 
7 o4 + 0.2 hrs 

28 + 1 hrs 
58 !: 1 hrs 
32 days 
29 .2: 0.5 hrs 
7.7 hrs 
9.6 days 

30 .2: 0.5 hrs 
3o5.:!:,0.2hrs 
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L INTRODUCTION 

In research <;>n the properties of an artificially produced radio-
,. 
active nuclide, it is qui~e important to be certain of the assignment 

to a definite mass number and chemical element·. Standard chemical 

procedures, ·if they can be ~pplied within the time limit imposed by 

the half-life, ~r~ ~ufficient to ·establish the chemical identity, but 

less direct means are usll:ally applied to the mass assignmento The 
....... ' . ' . . . ' 

most connnqn pf these are the method of cross bombardments and the 

study of the reaction yield as a function of the energy of the born-
. ~· ... 

barding particle. · 

These methods have-been quite consistent and are often adequate, 

but they sometimes are laborious or impossible to perform and inter-

pret. And at best they off~r an indirect approach. 

The direct_mass spectrographic assignment of mass numbers to 

radioactive nuclides has been rather common in the case of the 

naturally occurring activities and in the case of the uranium fission 

product's, both cases in vhich weighable amounts of the isotope are 

available •. In the case ofthe neutron deficient isotopes, usually 

formed by charged particle bombardments, one cannot normally produce 

such- quantities. 

Three methods have been used to make direct mass spectrographic 

assignments. Their success depends on the amount of material which 

-4-
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can be made (usually a function of the half-life) and on the chemical 

properties of the element. 

The most general method is the detection of ions of the isotope 

in question by current measuring devices, just as in the case of the 

stable isotopes. This method is not often used except for those 

activities produced in large quantities by neutron capture reactions. 

The second method, somewhat similar to that applied in the 

present work, is the use of high voltage electromagnetic separators, 

again only of use in the cases where large amounts of the isotope are 

available. The exception to this restriction is the case of elements 

which have gaseous compounds which are readily prepared. For these 

elements a gaseous arc source can be used which has a relatively high 

ionization efficiency for the many elements suitable for this source. 

Much work of this type has been done on the rare gases by '\.rorkers such 

as Bergstrom.1 

\ \ 

The third method is one used first by Hayden and Inghram for mass 

assignments of the uranium fission products.2'3 Since this method is 

also used in this research in a preliminary survey of the rare earth 

isotopes, it will be described in some detail. 

A conventional mass spectrograph, usually of the Nier type, is 

used with a low energy spread ion source which is capable of producing 

ions from solid compounds of the element in question. The ion spectrum 

is collected on a photographic plate where small amounts of the stable 

isotopes of the same element leave a line image of the source slit at 

the proper mass positions and therefore establish the mass scale. 

Usually the radioactive atoms which are collected will be in small 

0 
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enough concentration to leave no direct image, but they will often 

:make an exposure on ·standing merely from the radioactiVity o More 

commoniy, a second photographic plate, called a transfer plate, is 

placed face to face with the master plate and exposed for a period of 

time depending on the half=life of the activityo Development of this 

plate will now show. images only'where the radioactive-atoms were 

collected on the original plateo It is quite -obvious that successive 

exposures can give some indication of the half~life. This is often 

important if :in:ore than one active isotope exists i'n the same sampleo 

Development of the original plate now establishes the mass scale, not 

know previously because of the difficulty of reproducing the magnetic 

field and other variab~es determining the mass •. This method is of 

general use.f'ul.ness and in the case where large amounts of activity 

are available, the decay can be.followeddirectly on a Geiger counter, 

usually by mounting a counter pehind a slit which can be passed over 
. . ' 

. . . 

the photographic plate o Actual ~epa~ation of the active isotope from 

the plate is nbt always practical since the mass scale is established 

by this master plate, which therefore must not be mutilated badly. 

' 
This is not a rvery serious limitation, but a more direct physical 

separation is .. desirableo_ In addition, the transmission of a conven~ 

tional magnetic mass spectrograph .does. not often exce•ed 2 percent of 

the ions form~d,. and it is often riot possible to make sufficient 

activity to make mass. assignments by .this method, especially when 

rather large losses are taken in forming ions from the compounds of 

the element being investigatedo 
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For this reason, any gain in ion transmission is of great impor

tance in extending the sensitivity of this general method of making 

mass assignments, which is by far the most practical one yet devised 

for the limited quantities of the neutron-deficient isotopes usually 

made in cyclotron bombardments. 

Of the other types of mass spectrometer known, only one9 that 

first proposed by W. E. Glenn9 was chosen as offering the best hope of 

reasonably good resolution at high masses combined with an increased 

.transmission for ions.4 The first machine of this type was built by 

Dr. Glenn in 1951 and was demonstrated to possess these desirable 

features. This research was undertaken to construct an instrument of 

this type, similar to the original design of Dr. Glenn, for use in 

separating usable amounts of relatively short-lived isotopes in order 

to assign their mass numbers and also to yield relatively pure samples 

for the study of their decay properties. The second section of this 

thesis describes the general features of this type of machine, and in 

particular the properties of the instrument constructed and used by 

the author, while the third section demonstrates the separation and 

assignment work which has been done on a selected grpup of isotopes in 

order to demonstrate its utility. 

A. Principle of Operation 

The instrument is somewhat similar to the isotron5 of Smythe and 

Wilson, but is designed for low accelerating voltages and has consid

erably better resolution. 

.; 
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A block diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 where the 

upper part of the figure is a schematic representation of the analyzer 

tube. 

Positive ions of the isotopes present in the sample are formed at 

A and accelerated through the de field between the point A and the first 

bunching grid Gl. Point A, all· the plates B, and. ca, are at an 

additional radiofrequency potential with a. sawtooth wave form shown 

at the input to GL This means that bet!'een Gl and G2 the ions receive 

an additional acceleration varying linearly with time and at a 

repetition r~te of 2;;2 megacycles. This sawtooth voltage can be 

adjusted to such an amplitude that .ions of the desired mass will arrive 

at' the point G3 in bunches, .one period of the ·radiofrequency field 

apart in timey provided the distance G2=G3 is large enough to·make 

the transit time long• compared with the radiofrequ~ncy period. This 

can easily be seem si~ce ions arriving late in a cycle receive 

additiOnal acceleration" enabling them·to.overtake ions which have 

passed between G~ and G2 earlier in the cycle~ The conditions for 

bunching are sufficiently non-qritical that not only the desired mass 

but adjacent masses within several mass units will be well bunched, the 

degree of bunching decreasing rapidly beyond 10 mass units on either 

side; until those'ions of mass far from the desired mass are not ·, 
. ' ' . 

bunched at all. .To m~'et the requirements for good bunching with 

· reasonable radiofrequency voltages, the present machine, like the 

originai one of W. Eo Glenn, operates such that the transit time is 

40 times the radiofrequency period. 

0 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of time-of-flight separator. 
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Now that bunches of ions near the mass desired are arriving at G3; 

it will be noted that the time of arrival within a given cycle will be 

proportional to the square root of the mass of the ion. This achieves 

a separaticm in space depending on lllass· number •. As indicated in . ·· 

Fig. 1, G5 is placed at a potential (variable) about 150 volts above 

t};lemaximum value. of the accele~rati~ potential plus the bunching 

voltage. Thus no ions will be passed through G5· unless they acquire 

additional energy greater than 150 v~lts aboye. their previous energy. 

This is accompl:Lshed in the gating grid circuit as ions pass between 

G3 a:nd G4 •. In .thi.s region, .coincident with the. arrival of .the de-. ' 

sired bunch of ions; a sharp negative pulse of 350 volts amplitude is 
. '.. . ' -

appli~d.for aboutO.Ol microsecond. These ions which have·been 
' I . , 

accelerated by t}lis .pulse call. ~ow pass through G~ ~nd will strike any 

.conductor near ground potential with roughly the 'full'accelerating 

energy. ·. Other i~ns; rtot receiving the extra :Pul~e (which comes only 

· once per radiofr~quency cycle) ·.are r~pelled dowrt the. tube by G5 and 
. . .· .. 

. ' 

are eventu~lly' dlscha;rge<i on the .tube ~alls ~.·· ·' 

Actually,, .. rathe!:" than adjusting .. tl:le. time~of~flight, it is Il).Uch 
•'' < I'. • 

easier to maintain the transit time .. and frequency constant and select 

the mass which is collected by varying the accelerEJ,ting voltage and 

bunching amplitude. This does not change the principle of operation 

and considerably simplifies. the calibrat.ion. 

B. Choice of.Tube Parameters 

· The fundamental cho.fce which has been made in the two tubes 

built to date. is the length of the analyzer tube (actually the distance 
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from G2 to G3) which has been chosen as about 27 inches. As men-

tioned before, the transit time has been chosen to be about 40 times 

the radiofrequency period in order to simplify the bunching require-

ments. The other parameters are fixed by these choices and the re-

quirement that the accelerating voltages used be in a reasonable 

range, sufficiently high that the thermal energy spread of the ions 

be negligible for the desired masses 9 and not so high as to caus·e 

trouble from insulation problems.and difficulty of bunching. The 

·.final choice 'of parameters is shov.m below for the second tube · 

constructed. 

Length of tube (L) 

Transit time ·(t) 

Repetition frequency· (f) 

Accelerating voltage per 
mass unit (V /m) 

27.36 inches 

18.2. microseconds 

2.20 megacycles 

7.48 volts/mass unit 

The actual values of L and t and therefore of V/m need not be 

known accurately.~> since the instrument can easily be calibrat.ed \orith 

a single known mass. Approximate values must be known only to be sure 

that one is operating such that the transit time is near the required 

value (collection is on the 40th cycle after the bunch leaves the 

source rather than the 39th cycle). 

C. Operating properties 

1. ~~ss Scale and Resolution.--With this system of operation, the 

accelerating voltage is directly proportional to mass (V/m is constant) 
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and therefore the overlap of adjacent masses is independent of mass 

(the resolving power (1>1/.!lM) increases as the mass increases). This 

independence of resolution from mass is a decided advantage when 

working with relativelyheavy masses as is ofter{ the case in the work 

for which t4is machine is intended. In fact, the amount of overlap 

does increase with decreasing mass number when one goes below about 

mass 70 beca~se the initial energy spread of the ions from the source 
' 

becomes an increasingly important factor in the r~solution spread. 

For this reason~ the present instrument has been built to operate only 

in the region of mass from 65 to 270. 

The overlap of one mass on the adjacent mass is less than 1 per-

cent of the peak intensity. This is shown in Fig. 2 which is a plot 

of the beam current due to Cs133 as a function of mas's (or accelerat

ing voltage} •. 

2. Harmonics.==It can now.be seen that at any given time, 40 

different bunches of ions, each of the proper mass (and all other 

nearby masses), are traveling down the analyzer tube. The gating 

pulse which allows the ions in any particular bun<;:h to be collected 

is the fortiet~ pulse arriving after these ions left the bunching 

grids. For this reason9 it is important that adjacent undesired 

masses be well bunched or they would not be discriminated.against com-

pletely, since it is possible for an ion of transit time 39/40 or 

41/40 etc •. of the proper transit time to be collected just as well as 

one of the proper time.' And of course, a small number of any non

bunched ions (e.g., much lower mass impurities) will always get 
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through, being discriminated against only by the ratio of the width of 

the gate pulse to the length of the radiofrequency periodo This pre~ 

sents a major dif~iculty in using this machine. for isotope ratios~ 

since impurities of such things as alkali metals of widely different 

mass from the desired sample will contribute a general background 

current which may fluctuate and obscure small peakso Any practical 

method of eliminating these harmonics yet suggested reduces the. trans

mission to approximately that of the conventional mass spectrometero 

It will be. noted that for the collection of radioactive samples 

of isotopes of a single element.~~ these harmonics will be no serious 

disadvantage, provided the range of masses present in the sample is 

smaller than the distance in mass units to the nearest harmonic from 

the highest or lowest mass present.; This distance carr be quite simply 

calculated and, for eXample9 near mass 1609 the effective mass spread 

of the nearest harmonics is about 8 mass units on either side 

(actually 7o9 mass units below and Boi mass unit~ above 160)o Thus if 

all isotopes in t~e sample are known to be within 6 or 7 mass units of 

each other, there will be no possibility of collecting one on a har= 

monic of its masso In additionj) the nearest harmonic will only 

accidentally fall on an integral mass number and would be severely 

discriminated ag~:l..nst because of the rather sharp resolutiono All the 

work in this thesis, as well as almost all similar mass assingment work 

will not be limited by this feature, since the spread of masses of the 

same element ina given bombardment is seldom over 6o In addition, one 

always has an idea of the relative amounts of each active isotope 

· present and therefore the relative amounts which should be collected, 

(l 
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as well as an approximate idea of the mass range involved. Of course 

stable atoms of an impurity collected at the same time are of no 

consequence in the assignment of active isotopes. 

)o Isotope Collection.--For the purpose of collection of active 

isotopes, the ions which have been selected according to a desired 

mass number are discharged on a platinum counting plate introduced 

in the collection end at ground potential. The majority of ions formed 

from the ion sources used are of the type M+ and MO+, which are non

volatile vJhen discharged and remain as a thin uniform covering on the 

metal surface exposed to the beam. For calibration and checking the 

operation, stable ion beams can be observed by measuring the current 

produced by these ions vlhen striking the collector, as in a conven

tional mass spectrometer. 

In actual operation, only one mass can be collected at a ~iven 

time, the others being repelled back down the tube. It is often a 

great time-saver to be able to collect several isotopes during one 

run and for this purpose the instrument has been equipped to switch 

automatically the accelerating voltage, the sawtooth bunching voltage 

and associated circuits, successively among 4 different mass numbers 

which can be pre-set to any desired values within 20 mass units of 

each other. A single switching cycle is complete within 15 seconds 

but the relative amounts of time for which each mass is collected are 

continuously variable from zero to 100 percent. Of course, the 

collection of more than one isotope from the same sample can only be 

done at the sacrifice of the total yield of each isotope, but it is 



often justifi~ble to take this loss for the convenience gained. In the 

collector assembly there are arranged 4 separate collector plates which 

are simultaneously switched by the selector mechanism so that the same 

isotope is alv1ays collected on the same plate. During the. part of the 

cycle that each plate is not being used to collect ions, it is placed 

at a positive potential sufficiently high to prevent collection of any 

ions which can be formed in the machine. For equal collection times 

the activity observed, corrected for the half-life and counting 

efficiency, can yield a rough isotope ratio. This serves as a check 

on the distribution of isotopes in a given sample which may be k~own 

from other considerations. 

4. Transmission.--The primary advantage of this machine over con

ventional mass spectrometers is its unusually high transmission for 

ions. As stated before, a conventional machine rarely exceeds 2 per

cent, while the present titne=of-flight separator is operating between 

15 and 20 percent, as well as can be measured. 

The transmission is here defined as the fraction of ions formed 

at the source which are eventually collected at the proper mass 

position. The primary sources of transmission loss are the lack of 

transparency of the grids, the lack of focusing in the source and 

incomplete bunching. The grids are each about 89 percent transparent 

and therefore account for a decrease of transmission to about 60 per

cent. In addition, the gating and bunching circuits have been 

determined to have a transmission of not greater than 75 percent. 

Experiments with source focusing have shown that a small increase in 
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transmission can be gained because at present not all the ions formed 

by the source pass through the bunching grids. However, the present 

linear field gradient is considerably simpler to use when the radio

frequency voltage must also be applied to the same electrodes and the 

gain to be achieved in transmission has not been considered worth

while. It is believed that the use of finer grid wires, which has 

been attempted only recently, and other refinements such as source 

focusing can raise the total transmission to about 40 percent, but 

higher values will not be easily realized. 

Measurements of the transmission referred to involve measurements 

of the ion currents to various parts of the machine while a steady 

beam of a single isotope is being accelerated. The reliability of 

these measurements is dependent on the number of secondary electrons 

emitted by the positive ions at the various surfaces. In addition, 

the measurement of total ion emission from the source is not easily 

made under conditions identical with the operating situation. For 

this reason the measured value depends on the assumptions made about 

the accuracy with which the total emission is measured. The actual 

transmission is given as a range of 15 to 20 percent, but no more 

precise value can be stated. 

Upon the completion of the second analyzer tube it became 

desirable to check the total transmission of this tube for an active 

sample. The obvious choice is a long-lived cesium isotope, since it 

would require the least tracer material for the experiment. Because 

of the availability, Cs137 was chosen. This transmission check 

duplicated the actual operating procedure, except that there was no 
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necessity to York quickly and a better job 1Nas done. A few samples, 

each of about 20,000 c/m of cs137 were run from the thermal ion source 

as sulfate samples vithout added carrier. The collected material was 

counted under the same conditions as the original sample, the ~ollec

tion efficiency for cesium being the fraction of the active atoms 

recovered at mass 137. The various runs were not in good agreement, 

since it has been found that the total efficiency depends upon 

several factors such as purity, rate of heating the sample, etc. 

In all, the various runs were in disagreement by about a factor of 

three, the better runs giving about 5 percent efficiency, or one atom 

in every 20 placed on the source being collected at the correct mass 

number. This is still felt to be a lower limit and is therefore in 

fairly good agreement \.rith the measured transmission for ions~ 

provided one assumes an ionization efficiency for cesium of about 

25-50 percent, a value which is not in conflict with other observa-

tions. Since the estimated value of the total efficiency for cesium 

for a Nier type spectrograph is about 1/4 t~ 1/2 percent, this 

illustrates the rather high transmission of the present machine. 

5. Calibration and Stability.--The 3 determining variables for 

the mass calibration in this instrument are the length of the tube, 

the accelerating voltage and the radiofrequency. The latter two can 

be held constant quite easily and the accelerating voltage is easily 

measured to a high degree of accuracy, so that the instrument should 

be self-calibrating. In practice the length of the tube need not be . 
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measured but one can calibrate vli th any known mass,. by use of an 

element of known isotopic constitution. An approximate knowledge of 

the tube parameters will then allow operation on the proper transit 

time. The bunching voltage will also be linearly related to the 

accelerating voltage and is in fact automatically controlled by the 

high voltage supply after being adjusted for the calibrating mas.s. 

It has been found that the mass scale is not quite linear but 

deviates by 0.05 mass units over a range of 75 or 100 mass units. 

This does not sound serious, but it can reduce the transmission 

considerably and is.corrected for in actual practice by a calibration 

check of the machine before each run, with the stable isotopes of the 

element being used. In fact in those cases where a small amount of 

carrier has been added to the active sample, it is. possible to 

calibrate at intervals during the actual collectton. This is done as 

a precaution to insure correct operation, but it has not been found 

to be indispensable, except id th the original tube for a reason to be 

discussed • 

. The stability of calibration is quite good in general, but on 

occasion a slight drift will be seen over periods of several days. 

During a period of a few hours the change in calibration is never 

deteqtible. Shifts of as much as 0.05 mass unit have been observed 

.over periods of a week, so that routine recalibration is carried out 

before each run. This stability is quite satisfactory and, of course, 

is necessary in a machine which must be run without internal calibra-

tion for many samples. I 
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6. Tube Charging • .:.....one of the most annoying problems in the 

construction of the original analyzer tube was that for total beam 

currents above about lo-ll amperes the reflected ions repelled by 

the repeller grid (G5) would collect on insulating spots on the wall 
' . ' ' . 

of the tube and .builO. up sufficient charge to deflect the beam and 

therefore. length'en the time-of-flight. The observed effect would be 

a shift in calibration su~h that the desired mass always came at a 

higher acceleration voltage. The magnitude of this effect was a 

function of the beam current in the tube, which depended not only on 

the size of the sample ion beam, but also on the .ion beam due to 

impurities of sodiumartd other alkalis, which are almost always 

present and, because of the higher ionization efficiency,. can 

easily account for a much higher beam than the sample. The effect 
. ' ~ . 

on the ca.libratibn is variable and quite appreCiable~ amounting to 

as much as 1/2. ma'ss uirl t. if .care is not taken to keep the maximum 

beam current below a reasonable limit. . In view. of the resolution 
' ' . . 

curve in Fig. · 2 this kind of a shift, if minimized by careful 

operation, w-ill not invalidate the mass assignment, but will seriously 

limit the total .fraction of the .. material collected •. 

Several .me.thods of . correcting this difficulty were tried, 

including the insertion of charge neutralizing filaments in the drift 

tube. These elect;ron-:-emitting filaments did correct the effect for 

low beam curr~nts and therefore raised the limiting beam current some-

what, but the problem was still present and the technical nuisance of 

replacing the filaments, or having them burn out during operation, was 

always present. · 
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The obvious solution to the problem was to replace the tube with 

a larger diameter tube with polished walls having no oxide coating. 

This takes advantage of the reduction in the coulomb force exerted on 

the beam by any charge on the walls. The original brass tube was 

2 1/2 inches in diameter. The final selector tube was of polished 

stainless steel 4 inches in diam.eter and, as expected, the charging 

effect completely disappeared. It is now possible to use any size 

beam up to about one microampere with no calibration shift. It is 

believed that even higher currents can be accommodated but present 

ion sources are limited in their emission to this region. 

During the time the second tube was under construction, some of 

the work reported in ~his thesis was done with the first tube. At 

this time it ~~s necessary to be very careful to control the maximum 

beam in the tube by monitoring constantly. In addition, the total 

yield of separated material was usually much less than with the 

second tube, due to the quick drop in transmission if the calibration 
. ' . 

shifted even slightly off the resolution peak. Nevertheless, consid-

erable work was done with this tube and will be reported in 

section III. It is interesting to compare the work with Cs125 which 

was done in both tubes, the original tube yielding separated samples 

of 1000 to 1200 c/m from a sample of the size that gave 18,000 c/m in 

the new analyzer tube. However, the total transmission for ions when 
' .. \ 

properly calibrated was the same for the two tubes within a factor of 

two. Most of the work done with the original tube has been verified 

by being run on the new separator also. 
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D~ Comparison with Conventional Mass Spectrometers 

The primary advantage of this machine over the conventional 

spectrometer is the increased transmission for ions. This has been 

discussed in detail previously. This transmission has been obtained 

with some sacrifice in resolution although the resolution is still 

quite sufficient for most purposes. 

There areother advantagesbuilt into this particular instrument 

of a type which make work with very short-lived isotopes more 

convenient, prim~rily involving the ability to change samplesr1quickly 

and to operate at relatively high pressures because of the short tube 

and the low accelerating voltages. For short-lived isotopes the 

sample can be inserted and the collection begun within 5-10 minutes • 

. The direct separation feature, so that one can follow the decay 

!ilnd deterniine <;>ther r.adiation properties more conveniently, is also 

quiteuseful although not a specific property 'of thiS machine. The 

advance ~nowledge of the mass scale is a valuable feature, .since most 

other instruments rely on establishing the mass scale.from the sample 

itself. The utility of .this feature is evident, for example, in 

running artificial elements where no stable isotopes exist. 

On the debit side, only one isotope can be collected at a time, 

resulting in a loss in transmission or inefficient.use of all the 

isotopes present-, depending on. 'which is sacrificed. For most of the 

work to which this machine can be applied, this is not often a serious 

limitation, although the combination of this and a conventional 

machine for a preliminary survey (as was done .in the later work 

reported in this thesis) makes for greater convenience when several 

isotopes of unknown mass number are produced in the same bombardment. 
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As has been demonstrated, the problem of harmonics is of little 

significance although it must be carried in mind during any work. It 

is a calculable and reproducible effect which can easily be recognized 

and avoided except in unusual cases. 

There is one serious problem which has arisen in the separation 

of the isotopes of many elements. Because of the geometrical simpli

city of the separator tube which makes the high ion transmission 

possible, the transmission for neutral particles is also high. Thus, 

if the collector plate is placed in the direct beam, neutral particles 

vaporized from the sample can collect on it also. In the case of 

inefficiently ionizing elemen~~ the number of neutral particles 

emitted from the thermal ion source is much higher than the number of 

ions. For this reason the collection plates are placed away from the 

beam axis and arranged so that the ion beam is deflected 90 degrees to 

reach them, while neutral particles, not being deflected, are collected 

on the cold walls. Even so it has been noted that sufficient neutral 

particles are scattered to the collection plates to give a background 

of the unseparated activity on each mass separated plate. It was 

found impossible to reduce the amount of the vaporized activity in the 

present tube below a certain liwit, depending on the element and chem

ical composition, but re-design of the collector could reduce this 

source of background to a negligible amount, without serious reduction 

of ion transmission. With the elements 'which ionize at high tempera

ture, this background material can be quite high but never interferes 

1t1i th the assignment of the proper activity to the correct ·mass. A 

check of this vaporized activity is made in each run by leaving one 
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collection plate connected to a high positive voltage at all times so 

that only neutral particles can be collected. Careful. checks indicate 

that the four plates receive the same amount of this background 

material to within 10 or 15 percent and therefore·the single back;..; 

ground plate is a good indication of the amount of vaporized activity 

being collected by all the sample plates. 

In the case of separating an isotope in low abundance from one 

in high yield, this can be a serious problem and must be eliminated 

or minimized before much work of this type can be done. 

E. Ion Sources 

In the course of this work one is limited in the amount of the 

active isotopes thatcan be made. For this reason, the increased 

transmission of ~his. machine has been very valuable. Any further 

increase in tota~ efficiency must come, in the main, from an improve-

ment in fthe ioni~ation efficiency of the material, which v.1ill require 

improved ion sources. As can be seen from the low accelerating 

voltages, the ions to be used in this machine must not have a distri-

bution of energies from the source alone of greater than 0.1 volt, if 

that high. This puts a severe limitation on the types of ion source 

that can be used. In most of the. work reported in section III of 

this thesis the simple thermal ion source commonly used in isotope 

ratio mass spectrometers was used.
6 

This source is often highly 

inefficient, but its simplicity is a definite advantage for relatively 

short half=life isotopes. In this source, a compound of the element 

to be studied (usually one which converts to the oxide on heating) is 
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evaporated on a thin tungsten ribbon and this ribbon is heated elec-

trically in the source region to produce-positive thermal ions with 

a low spread in energy. The efficiency of this source is highly 

sensitive to both element and chemical form, being most efficient for 

the oxides of metals in general. For a given element the ionization 

efficiency (the fraction of atoms placed on the source which are 

ionized) is a strong function of the experimental conditions of 
I 

purity, etc •. jl but the efficiencies for different elements range from 

values approaching unity for rubidium, to lo-8 for some transition 

metals like molybdenum. Fortunately many elements are in the region 

of efficiency greater than 10~5 which makes separation work with a 

few million disintegrations per minute quite practical. 

A modified bombardment source in which the solid sample is 

vaporized into an electron stream in a relatively field free region 

has been used with some improvement in yield. It is capable of con

siderable improvement and will undoubtedly be of use in the case of 

elements which are extremely inefficient o~ the thermal source. Its 

complexity has resulted in no general use being made of this source .. 
in the present "'ork .pn short~lived isotopes. 

A third type of ion source which has been used is designed to 

avoid the inefficiency associated with a thermal ion source when used 

at high temperatures. A source somewhat like this was first used in 

1951 by Mr. F. L. Reynolds of this laboratorys> but the present source 

is a modification of a multiple filament source suggested and used by 

Inghram.7 A drawing of this source is shown in Fig. 3 where the 

standard tungsten ribbon filaments are shown as A,B, and C. The 

filament B is the ionization filament while both A and C are sample 

mounting filaments. In operation all three filaments are at the same 

potential as the mounting plate except for the low voltage alternat

ing current passed through them for heating. 

The principle of operation is that ions are formed at the surface 

of filament B by contact of neutral particles evaporated from the 
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sample filaments. This type of source has been used successfully 

with the relatively poor therrr~l emitters, but it seems to be of much 

less value for relatively efficient thermal ionizers. Presumably, the 

advantage of this source lies in improving the efficiency of those 

elements whose ion=emitting compounds must be raised to such a high 

temperature for emission that vaporization as neutral particles is 

very much more probable than ionization, and quite rapid. The · 

multiple filament arrangement allows a very high temperature (and 

therefore a higher probability of ionization) to be used in the 

ionization region while the rate of vaporizatidn of the sample into 

this region is controlled by a much lower temperature. For elements 

where the thermal ionization efficiency is already high, not much is 

gained by this method1 the small solid angle subtended by the hot 

filament becoming increasingly important. In fact, the ion yield may 

actually decrease belovJ that for a conventional thermal source. This 

has been found to be the case for cesium. Even so, this source was 

of great value in the case of erbium, which is sufficiently poor as a 

thermal emitter that the multiple filament source adds to the yield 

significantly. 

III o SEPARATIONS AND MASS ASSIGNMENTS 

A. Cesium Isotopes 

The first element chosen for isotope separation -v1ork was cesium, 

the choice being governed somewhat by the remarkably high ionization 

efficiency of that element from a thermal ion source. At the same 

time, Mr. Hirdaya Mathur of this laboratory was interested in the 



lighter neutron deficient xenon and cesium isotopes and had already 

found evidence of a new cesium activity in this regiono It was decided 

to look for this isotope directly on the time-of-flight separator in 

order to establish its mass number and correct half=lifeo 

The cesium fraction was chemically separated from targets of 

Cai2 which had been bombarded with 100 Mev helium ionso Since rl27 

is the only stable iodine isotope, the (a,xn) reactions are expected 

to produce all the neutron deficient cesium isotopes below mass 13lo 

The gross decay of the cesium fraction showed periods of about 

30 hours, 5 o5 hours, and· 45 minutes, the latter being· the new activity. 

Cs129 and cs127 were previously assigned mass spectrographically to 

the 31 hour and 5o5 hour periods8 and the new activity was tentatively 

assigned to mass 125 on the basis of its half-life and its absence in 

bombardments at less than 50 Mevo 

The chemical separation was made by dissolving the target material 

in water, ca~rying the cesium on silicotungstic acid precipitated from 

13 ~ HCl, and redissolving this precipitate in watero This solution 

was passed through a short column packed with Dowex 50 cation ,exchange 

resin, which adsorbs only the cesium. The column was carefully washed 

with water and the cesium eluted with a little 13 ~ HCl o This was 

evaporated with a small amount of sulfuric acid and eventually placed 

on the tungsten filament of the standard thermal ion sourceo This 

separation gave a high yield of cesium activity relatively free of 

other alkali metal saltso Such impurities would have been undesirable 

even in small quantities, since the original separator tube was quite 

sensitive to large ion beams as explained in section IIo 
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Cs125 o--Severa1 collection runs were made on Cs125 (formed along 

with csl27 and csl29 in the bombardment of iodine with helium ions), 

a typical example being summarized below: 

Mass number Collection Initial 
time (sec.) activity c/m 

130 4 49 

126 4 32 

125 7 964 

Bg. 15 

'This collection was made to collect three masses during the:same 

run, by•switching alternately from one to another of the mass numbers 

by means of the cycling device mentioned in section II. A fourth 

collection plate was kept at a potential such that only neutral atoms 

, could be collected on it and the activity on this plate is labeled !!g. 

The column labeled collection time indicates the total time each mass 

·number was collected d:uring the 15 second cycle of the switching 

mechanismo . The activity in column three is the initial counting rate 

of the sample plate, immediately after the run, in a chlorine-argon 

filled Geiger counter at about 10 percent geometryo This counting 

information applies to all the work reported in this thesis. 

All three sample plates decayed rapidly and with approximately 

the same half-life indicating that most of the activity on the mass 

130 and mass 126 plates was vaporized neutral material of about the 

same composition as the gross sampleo The discrepancy between these 



plates and the background plate was a little disturbing and several 

checks were made on the reproducibility of the amount of vaporized 

material on each plateo These experiments indicated that the plates 

were not in identically symmetrical positions with respect to the axis 

of the tubeo This was cprrected and steps were taken to reduce the 

relative amount of vaporized material in subsequent runs, especially 

in the second,tube where the collection plates were placed farther 

from the tube axiso 

Also, in this run the efficiency of collection of the Cs125 was 

not as high as had been expected, although this can be accounted for 

by a small calibration shift due to electrostatic charging of the 

tube wallso Several other collections were in agreement with this 

assignmento 

After completing the second separator tube, a sample of Cs125 was 

collected from a similar bombardment in which the initial activity of 

Cs125 was 18,000 c/m with a background due to neutral atoms of less 

than 15 c/mo This sample was probably better than 99o9 perce'nt pure 

and was used to study the gamma ray spectrum free from contamination 

by the other cesium isotopes, an experiment which is extremely diffi-

cult to do by any other methodo 

On the basis of the various separated samples, the half~life of 

Cs125 has been directly determined as 44.!. 1 minuteso This is in 

agreement with the 45 minute half-life obtained from a careful 

resolution of the gross decayo Cs125 was observed to decay with 

emission of a positron of maximum energy 2o05 Mev and an associated 

gamma ray of Ooll5 Mevo9 Details of the radiation characteristics will 

be reported elsewhereo 



Cs130 and Cs
129

o--Cesium130 has been reported as a product in 

low energy helium fon bombardments of iodineo It decays.by emission 

of a positron with a 30 minute half-life.
8 

This half-life offered 

some obstacle to direct assignment by means of a conventional mass 

spectrometer, but with the time-of~flight machine it was felt that 

the experiment was reasonable. Only the first separator tube was 

available at the time the experiment was undertaken and consequently 

the yields of separated material were quite lowo Large samples of 

Cai2 were bombarded with helium ions of approximately 23 Mev energy 

and the cesium fraction chemically separated and run in the time-of-

flight separator. A typical example of these runs is shown in the 

following table. 

Mass number Collection Initial 
time (sec.) activity c/m 

131 5 2 

130 5 130 0 
i 

129 5 14 

Bg. 2 

The mass 130 plate decayed with approximately a 32 minute half-

life while the mass 129 plate had a decay which was in reasonable 

agreement with the reported 31 hour half-life for Cs129
9 considering 

the small amount of activity collected. This isotope had previously 

been assigned with a Nier type mass spectrograph, and no further work 

was done on it. 
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cs127.--0n several occasions, samples of relatively pure Cs127 

'Were desired for study of the gamma rays emitted in its decay and for 

a direct determination of the half-life. The sample 'Was chemically 

separated as described before from a target of Cai2 bombarded"with 

75-100 Mev helium ions. This bombardment also producets cs125, Cs130, 

and Cs129• The first two decay out quickly, but considerable amounts 

of the latter are always present. One run was made in vhich three 

isotopes vere collected. This run is summarized belov. 

Mass number Collection Initial 
time (sec.) activity c/m 

130 5 9.5 

129 5 28 

127 5 498 

Bg. 9 

Since the Cs127 is (activity-'Wise) the most .abundant isotope in 

the mixture, the separated sample of this isotope was quite pure. 

The decay curve was a straight line for over five half-lives until 

counting statistics began to scatter the data. On the basis of this 

and another larger separated sample, the half-life of Cs127 vas found 

to be 6.2 ~ 0.1 hours instead of the previous value of 5.5 hours. 

Again the cs129 plate vas folloved and gave a half-life of 25-30 hours 

(after resolving out the background vaporized material) in essential 

agreement with the published value of 31 hours. The gross mixture was 

followed over 7 half-lives after the lighter isotopes had decayed and 

gave a half-life of 32.8 hours for cs129. 
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B. Thallium Isotopes 

The bombardment of thick gold targets with 40 Mev helium ions 

gives rise to tpree activities of thallium which have been assigned to 

10 
the mass numbers 198, 199, and 200. The reported half-lives are 

1.8, 7, and 27 hours respectively. All three decay by electron capture 
f 

and the two longer lived isotopes have been studied rather thoroughly 

by other workers in an investigation of their radiation properties.11 

A direct mass assignment on these isotopes was attempted early in 

the present work. The chemical separation was designed to separate 

the thallium fraction carrier-free from the relatively large amount of 

target material with a separation factor of better than 10~ since it 

was found that small amounts of gold salts (1 microgram or less) had 

quite adverse effects on the ionization efficiency of thallium. The 

gold targets (10 grams) were dissolved in aqua regia and diluted 

slightly, the gold being reduced back to the metal with S02• It was 

found that this reduction could be made without appreciable carrying 

of .the activity only if done under conditions where the gold was 

precipitated from a hot acid solution with excess chloride ion present. 

Under these conditions the gold is not always completely reduced. The 

remaining solution is oxidized with persulfate, adjusted to about 

6 ~ in hydrochloric acid, and extracted with ethyl ether, which 

removes both the residual gold and the thallium in their (III) oxida-

tion states. This ether solution is back extracted into 3 N HCl and 

rassed throtgh a 5 em by 3 mm column packed with Dowex A-2 anion 

exchange resin, which adsorbs both the thalli~ and gold. After 

washing out most other contaminants with 0. 5 ~ HCl followed by via ter, 
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the separation is carried out by reducing both the gold and thallium 

with a saturated solution of S02 in water, the thallium eluting off 

the column as Tl+, and the metallic gold being held up in the body of 

the resin. The desired chemical state for the thermal ion source is 

the thallous sulfate, which is the product of this reduction. The 

sample, with a fe1.r micrograms of carrier is then evaporated on the ion 

soUrce filament with a little excess sulfuric acid to insure conver-

sian to the sulfate. 

As\previously noted, the gross decay can be resolved into three 

components, of about 1.8 hours, 7 hours, and 27 hours. Several 

collection runs were made in order to establish the mass numbers of 

these activities, but many of these experiments were of no value be-

cause of the sensitivity of the ionization of thallium to small amounts 

of impurities. The results of one of the more successful runs with the 

first separator tube are given below. This separation was finished 

about 10 hours after the bombardment, at which time the activity due 

to the 7 hour and 1.8 hour isotopes is in the ratio of 5 to 1. 

Mass number Collection Initial Decay 
time (sec.) activity c/m period 

200 5 175 --
199 5 3883 7o3 hrs 

198 5 1355 1.5 hrs 
5.2 hrs 

Bg. 200 
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The observed difference in activity on the background and mass 200 

plates can be accounted for by the difference in counting efficiency 

of the two different Geiger tubes used for the measurements. This 

indicates the absence of any Tl200 which is not surprising, since it 

would not be expected to be present to the extent of more than 20 c/m 

on the basis of its abundance in the total sample. 

The two periods observed on the mass 198 plate were a little 

surprising and it was felt this result might possibly have been the 

result of a partial breakdown of the automatic counting recorder used 

to follow the decay. For this reason it was felt necessary to prove 

the existence of the 5.2 hour isomer by a better experiment. 

The proof of this assignment was deferred until the second 

separator tube was completed in order to take advantage of its greater 

stability. Then a similar bombardment was made in which the thallium 

fraction was allowed to decay for about a day after the bombardment, 

and the isotope separation was made about 30 hours after bombardment. 

In this case all the short-lived mass 198 activity should have_ 

decayed and only the longer-lived isomer would be present. The 

collection was arranged much as in the previous thallium separation 

as follows: 

Mass number Collection Initial Period 
time (sec.) activity observed 

200 5 ~~ 8 hrs 
28 MS 

199 5 13 9 000 c/m 7.4 ~ 0.1 hrs 

198 5 2,500 c/m 5o3 ~ 0.1 hrs 

Bg. 89 c/m 



This confirms the 5.3 hour activity at mass 198 whichis 

believed to be an isomer of Tl198, and confirms the assignments of 

the other two isotopes. The short period observed on the mass 200 

plate is still not explained since one would expect at most only 

100-150 c/m 'of the Tll99 to be present in this sample even if the 

resolution is as ppor as a 1 percent overlap at the adjacent mass 

'number. The observed amount of this short activity at mass 200 was 

nearly half the total sample (450 c/m). This is felt to be too 

much to be due to the resolution overlap and may perhaps be an indi

cation of another isomer. Unfortunately the experiment necessary to 

prove or eliminate this possibility will be quite difficult to per

form because of the difficulty of making large amounts of T1200 free 

of Tll99. This is not impossible and may be done in the future. At 

present, no serious claim can be made for the existence of the short-

lived isomer of mass 200. 

It will be noted that the half-life of Tll99 has been shifted to 

a longer value than obtained from the resolution of the gross decay. 

This is in agreement with the observation of a 5.3 hour period which 

cannot be resolved but yields an average value of 7.0 for both periods. 

In addition there is evidence that the short=lived isomer of Tl198 may 

have a half-life slightly shorter than 1.8 hours, although the cer-

tainty of this half=life, which is based on a much smaller sample, is 

less than for the other three periods. 

Since in every case the chemical separation takes considerably 

longer than the half-life of the shorter isomer of Tl198, there would 

-be the possibility that the 5.3 hour period is really an isomer of 
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Hgl98 not previously reported. However, from a consideration of the 

relative ionization efficiencies of thallium and mercury, it is felt 

that this possibility is extremely remote. 

While these separated samples were available, the gamma ray spec-

trum of each was determined with a sodium iodide scintillation spec

trometer. The gamma rays of Tll99 and T1200 have been observed 

previously11 and are summarized belovJ with the energies observed with 

the mass separa~ed samples. 

Isotope Gamma energy Observed 
(Mev) gamma energy 

(See Ref. 11) (Mev) 

Tl200 0.365 0.365 
0.577 0.578 

I 

0.622 0.610 
o.829 
1.210 

1.360 

Tll99 0.049 
0.078 
0.103 ..,... 
0.157 0.150 
0.2()6 0.203 

0.245 0.240 
Oo]32 0.334 

0.454 0.454 

The lower energy gamma rays not listed in columrt three for Tll99 

were probably not observed because of a high conversion coefficient. 

The values in column two are from observations of the conversion 

electrons. 



The separated Tl198 sample containing only the 5.3 hour isomer 

showed a clean spectrum with a prominent gamma ray at 0.405 Mev and a 

less abundant transition at about 0.650 l.fev. No evidence of any 

garmna rays 1-1ere seen 1-1hich could be attributed to Tll99 on this plate. 

The higher energy gamma rays of T1200 1-1ere not searched for be-

cause of time limitations and the low activity of the sample. It is 

interesting to note that a careful search in the region below 500 kev 

shows no sign of the Tl199 gamma rays in this sample of mass 200. This 

is more indication that the short period observed on this plate may 
( 

not be due to the overlap of the resolution in the separator. 

However any attempt to establish limits on the amount that could have 

been observed leads to the conclusion that this is not a conclusive 

argument in favor of the mass 200 isomer. 

The assignment of the mass 198 isomer illustrates a case in which 

separation of isotopes by a method such as used here is able to make 

an identification which would be extremely difficult by most ordinary 

methods. 

C., The Rare Earth Elements Ytterbium, Thulium, and Erbium 

In the course of the work of Mr. W. E. Nervik on the spallation 

of tantalum by 340 Mev protons, it became necessary to know a little 

more certainly the mass numbers and decay properties of the neutron 

deficient isotopes of the heavy rare earth elements lutetium, ytterb-

ium, thulium, and erbium, since these account for a considerable part 

of the spallation yield. It will be noted from Fig. 4 that few of 

the lighter isotopes of these elements were well accounted for. This 
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is due primarily to the difficulty of achieving a chemical separation 

of the rare earths from each otper in a sufficiently short time to 

allow the study of any half-lives of the order of a few hours. The 

scarcity of bombardment target materials is also a factor in the lack 

of data on these elements. 

Due to the efforts of Mr. Nervik, who collaborated in this work, 

a quite satisfactory chemical separation has been developed which 

allows separation of the four elements of interest 8 hours after the 

bombardment. This is sufficient to allow the observation of half-lives 

as short as 1 hour, although no mass separations were done on isotopes 

with half-lives less than 3 hours. 

The basis of the chemical separation (which will be published in 

detail elsewhere) is an ion exchange method. The total rare earth 

fraction from the bombardment is adsorbed on a small amount of Dowex 

4 percent cross-linked cation exchange resin and placed on the top of 

a 40 em by 1.5 em column packed with the same resin. Elution of the 

sample with pH 3.0 ammonium lactate solution produces the desired 

separation. The entire column is heated to 80° C by trichloroethylene 

vapor circulating about the column which is thermally insulated by a 

vacuum jacket. 

A typical elution curve is shown in Fig. 5 in which the activity 

eluted per unit volume is plotted (upper curve) as a fUnction of the 

time of elution, and the element eluted is labeled. The amount of 

each el~ment eluted as determined by optical spectrographic analysis 

of stable isotopes added as carrier is plotted in the lower curve in 

order to verify the assignment of each activity peak to a given 
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element. The particular bombardment from which this curve was ob

'tained was one of many in which metallic tantalum was 'bombarded with 

. 340 Mev protons. The upper time scale is in hours after. bombardment 

· to give an idea when the various mass separations could be begun, 

while the lower time scale indicates the elution time after the beginn

·ing of the column run. Times to the peaks for each elements are 

labeled above those peaks. 

Since the isotopes of these elements produced in the Spallation 

of tantalum were of primary interest, this type of bombardment proved 

to be the most practical method of producing the desired isotopes, 

since it was demonstrated that sufficient activity could be produced 

by using relatively thick targets and bombardment times .or 2-~ hourso 

Considerable quanti ties of activity are needed since. ·these e.lements 

are not highry efficient thermal ion emitters, erbium being amo;ng the 

worst in the entire rare earth series9 while lutetium has as yet not 

yielded usable results because of the difficulty of producing ions 

from any ·compound tried so far. In addition to, the other obstacles, 

the temperatures at which these elements emit ions·are sufficiently 

high that the vaporization of neutral particles from the1 ion source 

becomes an increasingly important problem which severely limits the 

sensitivity of detection of isotopes present in a sample in low yield. 

In general good results were obtained with sulfate samples containing 

several micrograms of stable element and 106 or 107 c/m of each 

isotope;, 

It was found by observing the gross decay of each,separated 

element that several new decay periods had been formed, and some 
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previously reported isotopes were not innnediately apparent. From the 

complexity of the decay curves this latter result was not surprising. 

One of the advantages of this method of producing the isotopes de

sired was that sufficient activity could be made without having large 

amounts of stable rare earth elements present (e.g., as target 

material) and consequently a faster chemicai separation was possible. 

The spallation yield for holmium is relatively low and no work is 

reported for this or lower atomic numbers. 

Since_ the region under consideration contained several· new iso

topes as well as;the possibility of mis-a.ssignments of previously 

observed isotopes, it was felt that much time could be saved by making 

a preliminary survey of the entire mass spectrum of each element with 

a conventional N~er type magnetic deflection mass spectrograph. This 

was planned in order to observe at least the most abundant active 

isotopes which, now that the mass numbers were known, could be collec

ted in the time-of-flight separator with a minimum of wasted effort. 

The obs_ervation of the decay of the separated samples furnishes the 

complete assignment. Of course relative half-lives can be obtained 

from the transfer plate technique and this data was of use in planning 

the mass separations. 

The lower transmission of the conventional mass spectrograph for 

ions is partially amended by the relatively high sensitivity of the 

photographic transfer technique, especially for electron capture 

activities, which comprise the bulk of the isotopes under study. In 

_ addition, the mass separated samples from the time-of-flight separator 

were counted on a Geiger tube, with quite low counting efficiency for 

0 



these activities. These two facts tend to lessen the apparent 

difference in sensitivity of the two instruments. A more realistic 

use of the increased transmission of the newer instrument would have 

been ma:de if the maximUm counti!lg sensitivity had been used. However, 

in view of the problem of the neutral background this was not felt 

justified since the vaporized material sets the real limit of 

sensitivity. 

All the rare earth elements were used in the form of sulfate 

samples·· on the ion source. The standard thermal ion source was used 

on thulium an:d ytterbium, while a considerable improvement in yield 

i.Jas obtained in the case of erbium by the use of the modified multiple 

filament source described in section III. 

1. Ytterbium.--A glance at Fig. 4 will show that ytterbium had 

only two previously known isotopes in the neutron deficient region, 

Ybl66 (62 hours), and.Ybl69 (32 days). The gross decay of the 

ytterbium fraction from the spallation of tantalum shows a complex 

decay which can be resolved into components of the following periods: 

Half-life 

78 min decay 

7. 7 hr growth 

62 hr decay 

32 day decay 

Isotope (probable) 

Ybl67 

Tml66 

Ybl66 

Ybl69 
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The shorter period is a previously unreported isotope which has 

been assigned to Yb167 by chemical identification of its decay pro

duct (Tm167) which has subsequently been assigned directly • 

. A sample of the gross ytterbium fraction was run in the Nier 

type mass spectrograph with photographic collection and using the 

photographic transfer technique described in section I. Transfer lines 

'\'Jere obtained at mass 166 and mass 169 at intervals, the relative 

intensities varying in a way that is consisten~ with the assignment of 

the two activities to the 62 hour and 32 day periods respectively. 

The same type.of samples were run on the time-of-flight 

. separatoro The results of t:wo·~rU.ns are given below (all subse-

quent collections are made for equal times on each mass number). 

Run I 

Mass n,umber Initial activity · 
c/m 

Observed decay 

166 450 7o4 hr growth . ' 59 hr decay 

165 100 
167 100 
Bg. 100 

Run II 

166 1977 7 o 5 hr growth 
58 hr decay 

,·= . 

169 681 31 day decay 

Bg. 135 



The half-lives reported in this and the following work were ob

tained from the total decay of the mass separated samples by simple 

resolution of the periods observed. Because of the background of 

vaporized material, each sample was not a straight line, but had more 

or less impurity of the other isotopes of the same element present in 

the original sample. In principle1 a straight line decay should 

result (except for the growth of a daughter) by subtracting the back-

ground plate activity from that of any sample at various times. In 

practice, resolution of the curves is found to ,be simpler, but a 

careful check is made to see that the resolved activities, other than 

the sample being collected, agree with the amount of background 

actually present, due account being taken of the fact that some of the 

background material is also the same as that of the separated sample. 

In this way it is felt that whenever reasonable amounts were separated, 

the observed half-lives are a least as good as, and probably better 

than those obtained from the resolution of the gross decay curve, 

especially.when the gross decay curve is complex. The one exception 

to this is the case of the longest-lived components of each element, 

. 169 such as Yb , where large pure samples for half-life determinations 

can be obtained by allowing the shorter components to decay out. 

The failure to observe any significant activity at mass 165 and 

mass 167 merely confirms the belief that these two isotopes are 

either not formed in comparable yields or have quite short half-lives. 

As mentioned above, there is independent evidence for the assignment 

of the 78 minute ytterbium period to Ybl67. 
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• 

2. Thulium isotopes.;--The thulium fraction from the spallation 

of tantalum decays with a complex curve indicating periods of 

7.7 hours, 9.6 days, 29 hours, and 85 days, the latter being in 

extremely small yield. As seen in Fig. 4, the 85 day, 9o6 day, and 

7.7 hour activities have been assigned previously to Tml68, ·. Tm167, and 

Tml66, respectively. 

Two runs of the thulium fraction were made in the Nier·type. 

instrument with photographic collection. The transfer plates·madeat 

varying times indicated only two active isotopes, at mass numbers J65 

and 167 ~ The relative half-lives were such that they could be 

assigned to the 29 hour and 9.6 day periods, respectively. No line \·Jas 

seen at mass 166 although these exposures were made within 12 hours 

after the bombardment, so that if Tm166 is not made directly, it would 

not have bad time to form in maximum yield from the Yb166 parent, 

which has a 60 hour half-life. It has been noted from several obser-

vations, such as the low yield of shielded isotopes, that the primary 

method of formation of all the rare earth isotopes seen in these · 

bombardments is by decay through the electron capture-positron decay. 

chain, from an initial light tantalum or hafnium parent. This'helps 

explain the low yield immediately after bombardment of such isotopes 

as Tm166 and Er165. 

Mass separation experiments were made on the thulium fraction at 

several different times after bombardment, the chemical separation 

being delayed until just before the mass separation. The result of 

two such runs are summarized belm..r. 



I. Chemical Separation 24 Hours 
After Bombardment 

Mass number Initial activity Observed period 

167 

166 

165 

i3g. 

167 

166 

165 

Bg. 

c/m 

460 9 .. 6 days 

718 8.0 hrs 
53 hrs 

690 29 hrs 

280 

II. Ghemj cal Separation Immediately 
After Bombardment 

490 

1750 

190 

9.2 days 

8.0 hrs 
50 hrs 

30o5 hrs 

The yield of the 7.7 hour thulium relative to the 30 hour 

activity was much higher in the case of the separation made a day 

after the bombardment, indicating that much of the yield is from the 

decay of Yb166• The 50 hour activity at mass 166 is a little disturb

ing but it could easily be a small amount of Yb166, which is made in 

very high yield, not complet~ly separated by the chemistry. Not every 

chemical separation was entirely reproducible, so there is the possi-

bility that perhaps as much as 2-3 percent ytterbium might have been 

in the cut taken for the thulium fraction. This much, coupled with 
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the fact that the ionization efficiency for ytterbium may be as much 

as five times that of thulium, can explain most of the 50 hour activity 

observed, which was less than one third of the total activity at 

mass 166. Of course, the yield of Tm166 in II is undoubtedly mostly 

due to the decay of Yb166 also, the time required for chemical 

separation being an appreciable fraction of the half-life of this 

activity. 

The yields of any mass 163 or 161 thulium isotopes are quite low 

(less than one fifth of the yield of Tm165) if present, and have not 

been observed as yet. 

J. Erbium.--Erbium has presented the most difficulties, pri-

marily because of the extremely low ionization efficiency with a 

thermal ion source. For this reason, the only significant results 

have been obtained with the multiple filament source described in 

section II. Even with this source, the total yield of erbium is 

less than with thulium, but of the same order of magnitude. 

The gross decay of the erbium fraction from the spallation of 

tantalum shows decay periods of about 3.5 hours, 29 hours, and a long 

decay of about 9 days in very low yield. The two shorter periods. are 

new isotopes and the 10 hour Erl65 is not seen in this gross decay 

when chemical separation is made shortly after bombardment. However, 

a sample of chemically separated thulium can be milked for erbium to 

yield the 10 hour isotope, presumably as the decay product of Tm165. 

The. erbium fraction was run on the Nier type mass spectrograph, 

again with photographic collection. The transfer plates sho\-Jed three 
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active linesat mass 165, mass 161, and mass 160. The chemical separa-

tion here must be very good in order to avoid the possibility of a 

little thulium impurity overshadowing the erbium beoause of the,large 

difference in ionie;ation efficiency. It is believed that the line 

observed at mass 165 in this case is due primarily to thulium impurity, 

since no significant amount of activity can be collected as mass 165 

in the time .... of-flight separator under conditions where the chemistry 

has been more carefully performed. In this case the transfer plates 

indicated that 'the 3.5 hour activity and 29 hour activity could be 

assigned to mass 161 and 160, respectively. The line at mass 165 could 

be explained by a 29 hour half-life. 

A summary of the result of a separation of the erbium isotopes 

made within 12 hours after the bombardment is given below. The sam-

ples were run as the sulfate on the multiple filament source. 

· Mass number Initial activity 
c/m 

Observed period 

160 491 29.8 hrs 

161 271 3·5 hrs 

165 45 

Bg. 24 

The small amount of activity above background in the case o·f the 

mass 165 plate is not inconsistent with the amount of this isotope 

which might be present at the time of separation, but no real faith 

• 
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can be placed in such a counting rateo The other isotopes collected 

were relatively pure and it is felt that the half~lives are reliableQ 

A point of some interest is the absence of an initial growth on 

the separated samples of Tm165, Er16°, and Er161
o ·In the case of the 

erbium isotopes, the daughters have half-lives of 22 minutes and 

4.6 hotirs, respectively, so that the sample used in the isotope 

separator had reached equilibrium before the mass· separation.. Thus, 

because of the higher efficiency of ionization of the daughter, the 

separated sample might well contain this daughter in roughly equilibrium 

amounts.. If not, the mass separations in this case often took 2 or 3 

hours, so that there was time for Ho160 to come to equilibrium during 

the run, while the Ho161 might well not be resolved from the 3.5 hour 

erbium even if it were present .. The case of Tm165 showing no growth 

is more difficult to explain but the primary effect is probably that 

the counting efficiency of the Er165 is sufficiently low that no 

significant growth was seen on the sample which had come part way to 

equilibrium during the mass separation itself. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The utility of the time-of-flight isotope separator ~as been 

demonstrated in themass assignment of artificially produced radio-

active isotopes and sufficient quantities of many isotopes can be 

collected to allow study of their radiation characteristics. This 

has been done with many of the samples collected in the'course of the 

work done in this thesis, especially with the new isotopes which 

usually decay by electron capture. Here the investigation of the 
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gamma ray spectrum can be made easily vli th a scintillation counter and 

a pulse height discriminator. 

The instrument has considerably higher transmission for ions than 

conventional mass speotrometers, a property of prime importance in 

cases where the amount of active material is quite limited. It has 

many other advantages which make it quite useful for relatively short

lived activities, where other methods of assignment or separation may 

also work, but become more difficult. Finally, since it is quite 

stable in calibration, it serves as its ovm mass standard and 

obviates the necessity for some independent establishment of the mass 

scale. 

Further exploitation of.the possibilities of the instrument may 

well be in the direction of increasing the ultimate sensitivity of 

detection by eliminating the present undesirable neutral background 

activity. A fUrther increase in ion transmission can probably be 

made but any significant improvement in total yield will have to come 

from improved low energy spread ion sources for solid samples. 
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